BOOK OF SOULSTM

GAME INFO
Game Name: Book Of SoulsTM
GameID: BookOfSouls
Release Date: 27th November 2018
Description: Book Of SoulsTM is an action-packed, 5x3 videoslot that follows the latest
adventures of Lara Jones at an ancient Mayan temple deep within the jungle. The famous
archaeologist turned treasure hunter is on a quest to find the mystical Book Of Souls which can unlock
the fabled riches hidden inside the giant stone structure. This is a medium volatility game with
exciting features such as Snake Spins and Bonus Symbol reels in a re-spinnable Freespin Mode.

MATH
Layout: 5x3
Pay Lines: 10
Pay order: Left to Right
RTP: 96,90%
Volatility: High
Min. Bet: 0.10
Max. Bet: 100.00

GRAPHICS
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Theme: Book Of SoulsTM depicts a dangerous archaeological adventure in mystical Mayan ruins,
buried deep within the jungle.

FEATURES
-

-

Snake Spin, a base game game feature in which slithering snakes scatter a random number of
‘Snake Wilds’ to create a potential big win.
Freespins bonus, if three or more scatter ( ‘Book of Souls’) symbols appear anywhere on the
reels it will trigger 10 freespins. The scatter also act as a wild and paying symbol.
Freespin Bonus Symbol, one of the paying symbols is randomly selected to act as the bonus
symbol during freespins. The reels spin as normal and then, when lines have been evaluated,
if sufficient bonus symbols are visible they will expand vertically to the entire reel(s) and then
be evaluated as line scatters.
Freespins retrigger, on any freespin, three Scatter Symbols will extend the freespin sequence
by a further ten free spins (until the maximum prize is won).
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LANGUAGES & CURRENCIES
The full list of supported languages and currencies is available from the client area of our website
(https://www.spearheadstudios.com/clients-area/) in the ‘OTHER’ section.

COPY
Keywords: Mayan, Adventure, Tomb Raider, Indiana Jones, Magic, Action
Taglines:
- Join the famous archaeologist, turned treasure hunter, Lara Jones on her dangerous quest to
find the fabled Mayan riches to be unlocked by the Book Of SoulsTM!
- Enter the temple and use the Book Of SoulsTM to claim the fortune hidden inside.
- Did you grow up playing Tomb Raider on your Playstation?
- Snakes?! I LOVE snakes!
- Do you dare to open the book?
CTAs:
- Join the search!
- Help Dr. Lara Jones!
- Ready for adventure?
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